
APOLLO BOTTLE TOP
HOW TO USE YOUR PORTABLE DEVICE FOR 
WATER AND OTHER LIQUIDS
At home or on the go, your Apollo Bottle Top Device restructures ordinary 
water into a life-affirming form. You can also use your device for other 
liquids, e.g. wine, milk, juice, and essential oil. Your device comes with two 
spare washers that seal the bottles. Keep these washers handy; you may 
need to replace them every two years.

Step 1: Fill one bottle with 750-800ml of liquid  
and screw on the device until it grips, yet not too tightly. 
 
Step 2: Screw on the other bottle (shown right). 
 
Step 3: Grip the bottom and top of the bottles firmly  
and turn them upside-down. Keeping the bottom  
bottle steady, ideally on a flat surface, turn the top  
bottle anti-clockwise two to three times to initiate a  
vortex (shown above). Allow the liquid to vortex to the bottom bottle.
 
Step 4: Repeat Step 3 another three times. The liquid will then be at its  
optimum life-affirming form, i.e. holding a permanent negative (-mV) charge. 
 
For best results, allow water to stand for at least five minutes to allow any 
gases to escape. Water with heavy fluoridation or other toxic compounds 
may be best left overnight. Transfer wine to a decanter and leave it for 
upwards of an hour. Now that it has passed through the device, it will not 
oxidise and turn to vinegar. After use with liquids such as wine, milk, juice, 
and essential oil, wash and rinse your device and bottles.
 
You can use your device with 1L plastic soft drink bottles. Replacement  
glass bottles and washers are available here www.phion.com.au
 
 
Please contact MEA Water ® for further information:  
info@meawater.com or +61 2 4842 8182

5 year manufacturer’s warranty and 30 day satisfaction guarantee



OUR FOUNDER
Robert Gourlay

Robert is the inventor of MEA Water ® Devices. Since 1992, Robert has  
specialised in biological research, water structure science, groundwater  

mapping and bore location, resource assessment and management.

Robert has led the world in developing and applying techniques in using 
airborne radiometric data for mapping salinity, other soil properties and  
minerals. In addition, he has pioneered a new mapping technique in the 

location of deep, fractured rock groundwater sources.

Since 2000, Robert's innovations in water structure science have pioneered 
the research and development of MEA Water ® Devices. These devices hold 

the key to water and food security.

Robert has received numerous industry awards for innovation.

“Water flowing in streams, springs and oceans is coherent, living,  
harmonious and structured. Water that is not flowing, e.g. stored in tanks,  

bottled, ponds, dams, reservoirs, or sitting in pipes, is incoherent and lacks the 
natural negative charge to sustain cells to their fullest potential. All body cells 
need a constant supply of negative charge to self-regulate and heal; you can 

do this with MEA Water ®. It has been my quest to restore still water to life to 
sustain the health of all species on earth,” - Robert Gourlay


